Assistant Manager Reservations
SUMMARY: Responsible for the supervision of a designated team in the inbound sales and

service Call Center. Responsibilities include coaching and mentoring, performance management,
in-bound call analysis as well as the day-to-day duties of training support, “gift” analysis and
resolution, time card approval and other activities that further support Reservations Management
in the development and implementation of revenue and service enhancements to meet Company
goals. This position requires an excellent understanding of the Tauck Brand and standards to
ensure consistent communication across all channels
POSITON DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITES:


















Directly supervise a team of Reservation Sales Counselors (RSC’s). Supervisory
responsibilities include supporting the training of new employees; planning, assigning and
directing tasks; performance management and problem resolution
Provide mentoring and coaching on opportunities for training, career & personal
development
Monitor and analyze the daily flow of call volume to recommend scheduling enhancements
Observe and review recorded and live calls to monitor the guest experience, determine
training opportunities and share best practices
Conduct monthly one-on-one performance check-ins with RSC’s to provide clear behavior
expectations and timely feedback. Performs annual performance review process to deliver
goals.
Plan and lead monthly team meetings to ensure RSC’s are fully informed of new information
related to product, procedures, guest needs and Tauck-related changes
Distribute monthly performance statistics to team members and provide coaching for
improvement in sales technique and call efficiency
Review customer service survey feedback and share with team members for awareness.
Follow-up on Reservation Sales Counselor-related “gifts” directly with the guest to address
and correct the issue presented
Assist in the administration of post tour communications including resolution and response to
guest comment cards, letters or phone calls as directed (e.g. Guest Relations “gifts”).
Review team members’ timecards for accuracy, approve and submit via the electronic payroll
system
Participate in cross-departmental meetings as assigned
Receive and respond to inbound calls in a service-oriented, professional manner to enable
effective sales conversion positioning
Participate in cross-training to support Reservations Support when needed
Recommend enhancements to existing systems or development of new systems; identify
process efficiencies and recommend training opportunities for Reservation Sales Counselors
Exhibit leadership behaviors in all aspects of business conduct within and across departments
and to all external suppliers, guests, agents and partners
Other duties and responsibilities as assigned.

KNOWLEDGE/SKILL REQUIREMENTS:










Reservations experience highly preferred
Previous supervisory experience preferred
Demonstrated skills of coaching and mentoring others
Expert knowledge of Tauck products and reservations procedures is a plus
Prior experience with Tauck reservations resource tools including Mariposa, P-Docs and
Lexicon is preferred
Demonstrated competencies in PC literacy in a Windows based environment possessing a
working knowledge of Microsoft Word and Excel
Excellent oral and written communications skills to effectively communicate the Tauck
brand
Enthusiastic and Customer-oriented, committed to maintaining high standards of
performance on the job; cooperates with others and helps foster a team environment

